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Who are you? What are you? I'm not asking for your name or 
occupation, but rather for what you're made of, or what you amount to. 
And I'm not intending to be impolite or impertinent, but to include myself 
in the question, to turn the attention of all of us upon the philosophic 
question that touches us most closely. Thomas Aquinas is not hesitant 
about answering it (Summa Theol. I-II, Qu. 1, art.I, respondio): "Man 
differs from irrational animals in this, that he is master of his actions. 
Wherefore those actions alone are properly called human of which man is 
master. Now man is master of his actions through his reason and will." 
Shakespeare's Hamlet articulates the same thought in praising Horatio, 
and formulates the contrasting state (Act. III, scene ii, 64-75): "Since my 
dear soul was mistress of her choice, And could of men distinguish, her 
election Hath sealed thee for herself ... Give me that man That is not 
passion's slave and I will wear him In my heart's core, ay, in my heart of 
heart, As I do thee." So you amount to either a master or a slave, 
depending on whether reason or passion has the upper hand in your 
make-up. 

But is this contrast well-founded? David Hume doesn't think so. 
"Nothing is more usual in philosophy, and even in common life, [he 
writes,] than to talk of the combat of passion and reason, to give the 
preference to reason, and to assert that men are only so far virtuous as 
they conform themselves to its dictates." But Hume argues that reason 
has no power to oppose passion or produce action, and concludes that 
"Reason is, and ought only to be the slave of the passions." (A Treatise of 
Human Nature, Bk. II, Part III, sect. III.) This deliberate paradox may be 
more palatable when we note that Hume is only adding force and vivacity 
to an earlier formulation of Thomas Hobbes, who had written that "the 
Thoughts are to the Desires, as Scouts and Spies, to range abroad, and 
find the way to the things Desired." (Leviathan, Part I, Chap. 8.) Hobbes 
and Hume agree that reason is merely instrumental to our primary mode 
of access to our own good, which can only be irrational. 

Now the weakness of reason may be granted by those who would not 
go along with demoting it to a subordinate role in us. Immanuel Kant 
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reflects that "if ... happiness were the real end of nature in the case of a 
being having reason and will, then nature would have hit upon a very poor 
arrangement in having the reason of the creature carry out this 
purpose ... And in fact, we find that the more a cultivated reason devotes 
itself to the aim of enjoying life and happiness, the further does man get 
away from true contentment." (Grounding for the Metaphysics of Morals, 
Academy p. 395.) Kant sides with reason, but as our guide to becoming 
worthy of a happiness which can never be realized in the empirical world. 
We are radically divided beings, in his view, and can never have it both 
ways. 

But an older sort of wisdom is articulated in Plato's Republic (esp. 
439D-442B), according to which the human soul is not a duality of reason 
and passion, but has three parts, with the middle part giving it the 
possibility of wholeness. As described in the Republic this middle part is 
what is irrationally spirited in us, just as in a spirited horse, but capable of 
obeying reason, so as to be able to follow its leader like a dog. There is 
nothing spiritual in this sort of spirit, but there is something that can have 
dignity, since it appears not only in pep rallies that arouse school spirit, 
but also as what we call the indomitable human spirit which can rise 
above any adversity. The republic, that is, the regime or constitution, that 
Plato's Republic is about is the internal human commonwealth in which 
reason rules and directs the passions by joining with, and giving honor to, 
our spirited side. Only that third part of us is capable of loving the good 
and being loyal to it, and the constitution to which it submits is not the 
despotic one of mastery, but the political rule of persuasion. 

About fifty years ago, C. S. Lewis wrote a book about education 
called The Abolition of Man. His claim there is that all the ancient human 
traditions have addressed in some form the middle part of the human 
being, while the prevailing thinking of the enlightened twentieth century 
has lost touch with it altogether. If we fear all the attachments of our 
spiritedness as divisive or sentimental, as obstacles to progress, then we 
may proclaim our rationality, while in fact we come to be ruled by the 
lowest common denominators among our appetites, if not by mere 
caprice. Those progressive educators who fail to understand this may like 
to call themselves intellectuals, Lewis says (p. 35), but "It is not excess of 
thought but defect of fertile and generous emotion that marks them out. 
Their heads are no bigger than the ordinary: it is the atrophy of the chest 
beneath that makes them seem so." If reason is universal and the 
passions are generic, then it is the spririted, honor-loving element in our 
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make-up that most of all makes each of us what we are, and a disdain for 
it, with a consequent neglect of its nurture, leads to the dis-education that 
Lewis calls the abolition of man. 

Now these provisional sketches of the ways reason and passion may 
stand toward one another in us may serve as background to an 
exploration of Aristotle's thinking about the same topic. When I came to 
spend an extended time in close contact with the Nicomachean Ethics, I 
found a number of things that surprised me. After many earlier readings 
of the book, I would have said confidently that Aristotle believes the 
healthy human soul to be under the command and control of reason, and 
that something in us that is neither wholly rational nor wholly irrational 
makes that possible. As in so many other ways, that is, I thought that 
Aristotle had followed a path marked out by Plato, making it determinate 
in his own way. Now, I am not so sure of that interpretation. Some 
distinct and memorable passages in the Ethics seem to paint that portrait 
of what a human being is, but others that are more difficult, more 
entangled, and more central to Aristotle's inquiry seem to tell a different 
story. I hope to make both accounts clearer to myself, and to invite all of 
you to take part in assessing them, both as readings of a text and as 
reflections of the subject we all have an interest in knowing best. 

Now, anyone who has ever taken Plato's Republic seriously, and 
hasn't been frightened off by its lack of currently popular jargon and 
currently prevalent opinions, knows that the three-part soul offers a 
powerful way of analyzing human life. Socrates is challenged in Book II to 
refute the claim that ethical virtue provides a second-best life, a social 
compromise made among ourselves by the weak, who play it safe to 
achieve a mediocre and watered-down version of happiness. This 
argument of Glaucon (358E-359B) is in no way inferior to similar ones 
made two thousand years later by the social contract theorists, beginning 
with Thomas Hobbes. But by the end of Book N, not even halfway 
through the dialogue, Glaucon admits that his argument has been exposed 
as ridiculous, and needs no refutation ( 445A). What has made ethical 
virtue go from seeming indefensible to seeming unassailable as a thing 
desirable for its own sake is nothing more than the hypothesis of the 
three-part soul. With that hypothesis, the examination of the pursuit of 
happiness shifts from the conflict among human beings to the conflicts 
within each one of us. That permits Socrates to conclude that virtue 
consists in "ruling and organizing oneself and becoming a friend to 
oneself, and harmonizing those things, of which there are three, just like 
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the three notes of a musical chord" (443D). 
But Aristotle is not comfortable with partitioning the soul at all. In 

Book III, Chapter 9 of On the Soul, he says one can distinguish as many 
parts of the soul as one wishes, and easily find parts farther apart than the 
three in the Republic; and even those three, he says, cannot be wholly 
separated, since desire is present in all three of them. In the Ethics he is 
willing to adopt the popular way of speaking of a rational and an 
irrational part, but even there he cautions that these may be no more 
distinct than are the convex and concave sides of the same circle ( 11O2 
26-32). Aristotle's own investigation of the soul focuses on ways of 
being-at-work, and on the potencies for them, rather than on parts, but 
the purposes of an inquiry into ethics do not require that degree of 
precision. 

Why, then, if the division of the soul in any manner is merely 
imprecise or figurative, does Aristotle prefer to accept a two-part rather 
than a three-part division? Or, what amounts to the same question, why 
does spiritedness play so small a role in the Nicomachean Ethics? It is an 
explicit topic in two places, and briefly in both: in one of them it is 
treated as an attitude that resembles courage but is not the genuine virtue 
(1116b 23-1117a 9), and in the other it is described as a particular kind 
of lack of restraint, an oversensitivity to insults that is less harmful than a 
lack of restraint in one's desires (1149a 24-b 3). Desires are governed by 
pleasure and pain, while spiritedness is governed by honor and shame. 
Now over the course of the ten books of the Ethics, the topic of pleasure 
re-emerges more than once; as the inquiry deepens, pleasure itself is seen 
in new lights, and transforms itself through the growth of human 
character. By contrast, the topic of shame is set aside early on (Bk. IV, 
Ch. 9), as something appropriate only to immature and undeveloped 
states of character. This is one of the clearest signs that Aristotle does 
not consider ethics to be concerned at all with social pressures, or the 
imposition of social norms, but to depend upon rising above motives of 
that sort. He calls it absurd to credit an adult with decent motives if he 
refrains from certain kinds of acts only out of shame (1128b 26-28). 

Honor too, the positive opposite of shame, is left behind early in 
Aristotle's study of ethics, but it is dealt with a little more extensively, and 
in fact we can observe the very moment when it drops out of the 
developing account of human character. Very early, in the fifth chapter 
of the whole work, Aristotle dismisses the honor that is the highest aim of 
political life as too superficial a thing to be a plausible candidate for the 
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ultimate human good (109Sb 22-30). Honor shifts with those who give it; 
one really wants honor from those worthy to give it, and only for things in 
oneself that are worthy of receiving it, so the true standards that make 
honor worth pursuing are some sort of virtue or excellence, and the 
wisdom to recognize it. A little later in the inquiry, though, honor turns 
up again as entangled with one of the virtues, and the account of that 
virtue repeats the dialectical motion of Aristotle's earlier analysis of 
honor, this time as a lived development within a human being. That virtue 
is a complicated one to understand, just because of its complex relation 
to honor. Aristotle calls it greatness of soul. 

Our times, in which so many people have attempted to deny the 
existence both of souls and of any form of greatness, offer us no clear 
equivalent of Aristotle's phrase. The old Oxford translation called it 
pride, which might capture the greatness of soul Homer portrays in 
Achilles; some translations have called it high-mindedness, which might 
capture, or rather caricature, the greatness of soul Plato makes visible in 
Socrates. The worst translation of the phrase, magnanimity, simply plugs 
in Latin equivalents of each of its parts, and gets a result that has a totally 
different meaning in English, in which generosity is the primary element. 
Brother Robert Smith once suggested Charles de Gaulle as the twentieth 
century's pre-eminent great-souled man, and generosity was no part of 
the reason. Outside the Ethics, Aristotle mentions both Achilles and 
Socrates as great-souled, the former because he tolerates no insults, the 
latter because he is above caring about good or bad fortune (Posterior 
Analytics 97b 14-26). These may seem too different to be one virtue, but 
Aristotle sees what they share as a correct sense of one's own worth, 
when this is in fact great. It is not a mere feeling of self-esteem, but 
something that has to be earned. But Achilles appears to have earned it 
by deeds on the battlefield that subdued other people, while Socrates 
earned it through talking and thinking that conquered nothing outside 
himself. The former demands honor as a thing more precious than life, 
while the latter disdains to claim any honor at all, and keeps insisting that 
his only distinction is knowing that he doesn't know anything. 

These examples are no more puzzling than Aristotle's account of the 
virtue. He says first that the great-souled man is concerned with great 
things (1123a 34), and then quickly decides that those great things are 
great honors (1123b 20-21), but it takes him only a little bit of argument 
to conclude that for such a person, if he is genuinely worthy of what he 
claims for himself, "even honor is a small thing" (1124a 19). Putting 
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together the examples with the argument: (a) the great-souled man is 
obviously a lover of honor like Achilles, and (b) by being great-souled 
through and through, Achilles must become a disdainer of honor like 
Socrates. The argument that runs from 1123b 26 to 1124a 19 is one of 
the pivotal passages of the Nicomachean Ethics, the place in which honor 
stakes its maximum claim, and earns it by rising above itself. Greatness of 
soul is puzzling to us not because it belongs to an obsolete aristocratic 
culture but because it is inconsistent in itself. Aristotle takes it seriously 
not by way of stooping to an audience of Athenian gentlemen but because 
it is something serious for any serious human being at any time or place. 
It is one effective first stage toward the full development of human 
character. We might make this clearer by considering two of the pre
philosophical thoughts about virtue that form part of the background of 
Aristotle's inquiry into ethics. 

One of those common opinions is a widespread acceptance that four 
virtues are the cardinal ones, namely wisdom, courage, temperance, and 
justice. In the Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle gives justice and wisdom 
each a book to itself, and courage and temperance together about half a 
book. By this crude test of length of discussion, greatness of soul gains 
the fifth place, as either the fifth cardinal virtue, or the ambiguous virtue 
that almost, but not quite, belongs among the primary elements of human 
character. Another piece of popular lore that Aristotle alludes to (1095b 
1 7-19) may help us understand what gives greatness of soul both a high 
rank and a secondary position; it is an old Pythagorean parable of the 
three kinds of life. The parable likens the ways of life to the three kinds 
of people who go to the Olympic games. The greatest number go to buy 
and sell things; a smaller number go to compete. The third group, and by 
this account the smallest number, go simply to watch. Aristotle calls the 
corresponding lives those devoted to enjoyment, to politics, and to 

· contemplative thought. Their aims are bodily pleasure, external honors, 
and knowing. 

Now it is clear that these three lives stand behind the Republic, in 
which Plato's Socrates seeks to blend their three aims into one soul, 
understood as an interior polity or commonwealth. But Aristotle's 
approach seems different. Even the bodily desires are treated in the Ethics 
as capable of being educated and redirected, to gain a deeper satisfaction 
than they find in their crudest form. This is not a matter of moderating 
them, of making compromises with them, or of reason's holding them in 
check by means of its spirited ally; according to Aristotle, the temperate 
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person has no harmful desires ( 111 9a 11-15, 1146a 11-12). Similarly, I 
think, the person whom Aristotle considers worthy to be called great
souled has no craving for honor. He has, instead, internalized his 
standard of worthiness. The brief argument I referred to a moment ago, 
in which honor must abandon its claims, is Aristotle's way of showing the 
honor-loving person that his true satisfaction lies nowhere but in well
grounded self-respect. I believe that Aristotle has here discovered what 
has come to be called a sense of honor, a meaning that the Greek word 
for honor never had. But Aristotle does not dwell on this discovery, but 
pushes it one more step, into the realization that even an internal tribunal 
of honor is an inappropriate standard by comparison with the virtues to 
which it looks. 

One of the most interesting things about Aristotle's treatment of 
greatness of soul is that it generates a new series of lives that replaces the 
three in the Pythagorean parable. It is the first place in the Ethics in which 
Aristotle finds the virtue he is discussing to be a center around which all 
the virtues must be arrayed. Greatness of soul is not so much one virtue 
as one way toward the wholeness of character. Aristotle asks, for each of 
the virtues one-by-one, whether it would not be completely ridiculous for 
anyone who lacked it to have any claim to greatness of soul (1123b 33-
34). To someone wrapped up in the craving for honor, Aristotle asks, in 
effect "do you just want to have it or do you want to deserve it?" It is 
strange but true that anyone who really wants honor is bound to say that 
he doesn't just want honor, since any other answer would lose him what 
honor he had. Imagine a politician saying "vote for me because I love 
winning elections." A serious person, who seriously craves honor, cannot 
help concluding that honor is not the most serious thing. 

Now I'm not suggesting that Aristotle thinks that all one needs to do 
to transform someone consumed with a drive to be honored is to ask him 
a couple of questions. As I mentioned before, the questions and their 
answers seem to reflect a lived process of discovery and development. 
There is an exact analogy in the life of enjoyment. When Aristotle has 
made his first provisional definition of happiness as activity in accordance 
with virtue (1098a 16-17), he observes that this has the properties sought 
by the life of enjoyment more fully and genuinely than does the 
indulgence of bodily pleasures (1099a 7-21). The difference is that those 
who pursue the crudest enjoyments are always chasing after pleasure as a 
thing external to themselves, while those who live the virtues have 
pleasures that are internal and durable and always present. Aristotle calls 
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the latter the pleasures that are natural, because they are pleasant in 
themselves, just by being themselves. He later analyzes the cruder 
pleasures of eating, drinking, and sex as attempts to magnify the natural 
pleasure inherent in good bodily condition by violent departures from it 
and restorations of it (Bk. VII, Ch. 14). This sort of thing, which bar 
owners encourage by offering free salty snacks to make people drink 
more beer, can't really fool any grownup for long, and can only continue 
to appeal, as Aristotle says, to those who have found no other sources of 
pleasure (1154b 5-6). Such people are not worthy challengers to the title 
of happiness, entitled to the pretentious name of hedonists; they are 
merely failures as pleasure seekers, failures by no standard but their own. 

The analogy in the case of greatness of soul is evident in the 
contrast between chasing after externally bestowed honor and settling 
into a life that is inherently honorable. It is not such a stretch to say that 
Achilles can achieve his aim only by becoming more like Socrates. The 
19th-century philosopher Frederich Nietzsche (Beyond Good and Evil, 
§212) believed that Socrates had pulled off a brilliant piece of one
upmanship, making himself appear superior to the aristocrats who 
thought they had a monopoly on superiority. But in Aristotle's view this 
was no transformation of values but a natural dialectic that leads the 
honor seeker beyond the random honors that can be won, to the life of 
natural and self-sustained honor that accompanies the virtues from 
within. This explains why Aristotle leads the discussion of greatness of 
soul to the need for a life that demands the whole of virtue. The honor 
seeker goes in search of an isolated prize, and if he perseveres, and keeps 
his eyes open, he finds instead a life. The next prize or the next victory 
accomplishes nothing more durable than would the next beer. As the 
latter might be the perpetually renewed object of the deluded pleasure 
seeker, the former perpetually enslaves the competitive athlete or 
politician who has not learned that he can honor himself. 

So, finally, we can see why Aristotle doesn't build good character on 
the spirited part of the soul. Good character is achieved only when 
spiritedness subsides, and is built not by harnessing spriritedness but by 
overcoming it, in letting it find its truer and deeper satisfaction. 
Greatness of soul is a way of life not in the sense of being, for some 
people, the primary aim to which all virtues are subordinated, but in the 
sense that it finds its end in making those virtues themselves primary. 
Aristotle gives greatness of soul not a static portrait, but a dynamic 
impulse toward its aim. But how does he do this? The appeal he makes is, 
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oddly, neither to reason nor to spiritedness. There would be nothing 
unreasonable, and certainly nothing self-contradictory, about saying one 
wants honors more than one wants to be worthy of them, and there must 
be something deflating to an aroused spiritedness in accepting a giving up 
of competition. Defeated politicians and retired athletes talk as though 
being unable to keep winning things is like death to them. What Aristotle 
is addressing is a whole human being who is driven to achieve great 
honor; his question brings such a person face-to-face with his own 
judgment of what makes one honor greater than another. 

Greatness of soul is the first and lowest portrait in the Nicomachean 
Ethics of a complete way of life that replaces the untenable claims of the 
life of bodily enjoyment. It is not the last or the only portrait of such a 
life. The craving for honor is not a necessary precondition of the 
development of good character, but only one human road that gets there 
in the end, for anyone who is serious enough about achieving satisfaction 
in life. Aristotle's tactic in leading the honor-lover to virtue is no 
different at bottom from his means of exploding the claims of bodily 
enjoyment, and it is evident in the first sentence of Book I: "it has been 
beautifully said that the good is that at which all things aim." His tactic is 
not a negotiation for turf among separate parts of a soul that want their 
separate goods, but a constant recurring to the question, asked of the 
whole human being, of what end is being sought in each good object. 
What makes one pleasure more satisfying than another? What makes one 
honor greater than another? Whatever in us responded to these visible 
goods by pursuing them remains sovereign in judging them. The task is to 
free it from enslavement to the familiar and habitual, and to lift its gaze 
to the widest view of its possible choices. 

Now if this conclusion sounds plausible to you, that's remarkable. It 
implies, first of all, that Aristotle believes that the well-ordered human 
soul is ruled by desires and not by reason, and second, that he regards 
habits not as the source of good character but as obstructions to it. 
These are not standard readings of the Nicomachean Ethics, and that's 
putting it mildly. But we've arrived at them honestly and we're stuck with 
them; we have no honorable course other than to follow where they lead 
us. 

I mentioned some time ago that there are some passages in which 
Aristotle seems to say that reason needs to rule us. They begin very early, 
with his first conclusion that the minimal condition of a satisfying human 
life is to put to work that in us which has reason and listens to reason 
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(1098a 3-5); and they continue very late, into his final description of the 
happiest life, with assertions that the intellect is the best part of us, is the 
part that naturally rules and leads us, and is even what a human being is 
most of all ( 1177a 13-15, 1178a 6-7). But in between these passages, one 
of the things Aristotle has done is spell out what he means by intellect, 
and it is not a synonym for reason. Moreover, in discussing a number of 
the virtues, he has stated what power in us has the ultimate say in judging 
what is right, and it is not reason. And most conclusively, although 
almost everything else he says in the Ethics is dependent on the dialectical 
process of inquiry that leads to it, he has along the way formulated 
unequivocally and categorically what constitutes a human being as a 
source of action, and again it is not reason. 

The most straightforward way one might imagine that reason should 
rule us is to think each of our actions should be deduced from some 
principle. Aristotle does talk this way at one point, but the only complete 
example he gives belongs to a vice rather than to a virtue: one ought to 
taste every sweet thing; this thing in front of me is sweet; and one more 
act of gluttony takes place with apodeictic necessity ( 114 7a 29-31). But 
one point that Aristotle makes here is that even though the major premise 
is a universal proposition and the conclusion is an action, the minor 
premise is something particular, and all such things are governed by 
sense-perception (1147a 26). In two places Aristotle says that there can 
be no rules for right action (1113a 31-33, 1137b 29-32), and in two other 
places he says that the judgment or decision that determines all matters 
of action is in the perceiving (1109b 23, 1126b 3-4). 

But what sort of perceiving is this? My dog might have better 
eyesight than I do without being able to see what's best to do in any 
situation. While the dog might associate past experiences with present 
perceptions, the human power of perception is infused with an 
intelligence and an imagination that lets us grasp particular things as 
instances of universals. Aristotle's word for this ( epag6ge) is nearly 
always mistranslated as induction, which suggests imposing some general 
formulation on the thing in front of me, but he means something more 
direct, by which I see the thing in the first place as a thing and an example 
of a kind. The power in us that operates in and through our perceiving to 
behold the universal directly is called nous, or intellect. The intellect thus 
supplies the starting points of all universal reasoning (Bk. VI, Ch. 6), 
which are at the opposite extreme from the particulars (1142a 23-27), 
but at the same time grasps those very particulars (1143a 35-b 5). 
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Practical reasoning about action, like universal reasoning about the way 
things are, cannot begin unless and until something in us that is not 
reason provides starting points to reason about. In both cases this is the 
intellect, the power that beholds the ultimate invariable thinkable things 
in contemplation but also the ultimate changeable particulars in 
perceiving. Jacob Klein once compared thinking to walking: taking steps 
is like reasoning, but having something to step off from is like intellect. 
Reason is ruled by intellect. 

Now it might sound as though I'm quibbling. When you hear the 
claim that reason is the proper guide and ruler of our lives, you probably 
understand reason to mean the whole power by which we dispassionately 
recognize what is evident, whether directly or through any number of 
steps. The important thing is that we should be led by something that is 
impartial or, we may wish to say, objective. But that isn't good enough. 
What's needed is to see things in relation to us and our ends. Aristotle 
says that for knowledge to accomplish its work well, it has to guide it by 
discerning the mean in relation to us (l 106b 5-9), which is a mean in the 
sense that it does not overshoot or fall short of our natural ends. That's 
what there are no rules for. That's what has to be perceived. That's the 
practical work of intellect. 

One of the most persistent themes of the Nicomachean Ethics is that 
achieving any aim in life depends upon seeing straight, seeing things the 
way they are. But at least five times ( 1099a 22-24, 1113a 25-33, 1166a 
12-13, 1170a 14-16, 1176b 24-26), Aristotle tells us that it is only 
someone of good character who is capable of seeing straight. The way 
most people see things, he says, is distorted by the false appearance of 
things that promise pleasure (l 113a 3 3-b 1), and he notes that overly 
spirited people are too quick to perceive things as insulting when they 
aren't (l 149a 25-34). It is obvious that fear has the same effect, since he 
says the coward is afraid of everything ( 11 l 6a 2-3). In fact, one way to 
see what Aristotle means by virtue of character is to imagine all the ways 
we might be so mastered by some kind of feeling that we have no capacity 
to see things for what they are. The virtues of character are the stable 
conditions that free us, not from those feelings, but from being unable to 
make choices about them. A courageous person can distinguish what is 
worth being afraid of, and still has the option to act for an end beyond it. 
A temperate person can eat, drink, and be merry when he chooses to and 
not every time an opportunity for indulgence is present. A great-souled 
person can avenge an insult when his good sense and courage lead him to, 
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and not as a reflex reaction. Some translators call these states of 
character moral virtues, but that misses the point. They are practical 
virtues; without them action is impossible. 

Intellect is not stronger or sharper in a person of good character, 
but only in such a person is it free to operate. This is a negative sort of 
dependence. Good character clears away the bad habits that obstruct the 
sight of the intellect. But there is also a positive dependence. A person of 
good character is not someone who is neutral about pleasant or 
frightening or insulting things--thinking itself moves nothing, Aristotle 
says (1139a 35-36). Good character combines intellect that is clear
sighted with desires and aversions that are good, in the sense that they are 
rightly proportioned to the end of one's own happiness. Free choice of 
action depends not on objectivity or independence from our inclinations 
but on the presence and participation of all our desires. Aristotle says 
that for a choice to be good, one's desire must be right (1139a 30-31), 
but the rightness of desire is entirely analogous to the clarity of intellect. 
Right desire is unobstructed desire. 

Aristotle does not understand our desires to be a disorderly mob 
that needs to be ruled, but the natural components of a life in which they 
all must have full scope to act. Once we have taken responsibility for our 
own lives, we can develop what Aristotle calls active conditions of the 
soul, and it is these active conditions that make up character. Formation 
of an active condition (hexis) begins with isolated choices (1103b 14-23), 
such as refraining from a harmful pleasure or enduring a frightening 
situation. Sticking by these choices requires effort, because they go 
against the grain of the masses of bad habits that have already become 
ingrained in all of us before we have any power of choice. All deliberate 
and positive habituation, from parental training, the laws of the 
community, or the effort of self-discipline, is for the sake of cancelling 
out the blind and passive earliest habituation that no one intends, that 
comes just from the reflexive slackening of the tension of uncomfortable 
feelings. The active condition is fully formed when no more effort of self
restraint is needed. Knowing how we want to be in life and action is not 
enough (llOSb 2-3), but being that way is still up to us (1114b 21-23). 
Each of the virtues of character is an active condition in relation to some 
of our feelings and impulses; Aristotle's claim is that for each of these 
active conditions there is an unimpeded way of being-at-work, and that 
happiness is the being-at-work of them all (1153b 9-11). When cleared, 
by habit, from the distortions of bad habits, our habit-free desires 
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constitute ourselves as we are by nature; if these natural desires are 
thwarted our lives are stunted. 

Aristotle's picture of the healthy human soul is not a three-part 
hierarchy but an equal partnership of everything in us. The center of the 
Nicomachean Ethics, early in Bk. VI (1139b 4-5), is Aristotle's unequivocal 
definition of a human being as the source of action in the act of choice, 
that can be equally ·well described as intellect fused with desire or desire 
fused with intellect (orektikos nous or orexis dianoetike). Neither side 
can have the upper hand. The dictates of reason as master are as 
misguided as the caprices or addictions of an overmastering passion. 
Even a state of compromise, in which our rational and irrational sides 
each give up a little of what they want to get a little, misses the mark. 
What Aristotle is talking about is a genuine whole, in which the parts are 
not externally connected but internally infused with one another. 
Thinking and deliberating must come to be present within our desires, if 
they are to be directed toward their true ends, rather than toward 
immediate delusions. But it is equally true that intellect would be useless 
if it were objective or neutral, and it has to be led by desire to see things 
as ends, in relation to ourselves. The formation of the component parts 
of character is not a process of reasoning, not a discipline of the passions, 
and not a combination of the two; it is a gradual and mutual development 
of thinking and desire as enlightened by one another, each led by its 
partnership with the other to its own end. 

Now if this non-hierarchical picture of the soul strikes you as un
Aristotelian, your uneasiness is understandable and deserves a response. 
Aristotle seems always to be talking about rankings of things as higher 
and lower, and we saw earlier that he refers to the intellect as the best 
part of ourselves. And in the Politics, he says that whatever is composed 
of a number of things and becomes one has a ruling part and a ruled part 
(1254a 28-32), and he gives the very example we are exploring; he says 
explicitly that intellect rules desire (1254b 5-7). But he is careful to say 
that this is not the rule of a master or a monarch, but political rule. He 
explains soon afterward that by political rule he means rule over equals 
(1255b 20), and he later adds that political rule requires an alternation or 
sharing of ruling and being ruled (1277b 7-16). This is a working-out of 
his understanding that the political community is not merely an alliance 
for the sake of promoting exchange and preventing injury, but is a 
genuine whole. All the more so, one might suppose, is the human soul not 
just a bundle of capacities and desires, but a unity. 
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It is in Bk. VII, Ch. 1 7, of the Metaphysics that Aristotle distinguishes 
anything that is truly whole and truly one from a mere heap (1041b 11-
12). His example of a genuine whole is a syllable. To see what he means, 
take the first syllable of the word metaphysics, and try to sound it out by 
parts. You will hum, and then make an exclamation that might sound 
either dismissive or interrogative, and then make an explosion of breath. 
No matter how fast you make these noises in sequence, they will not make 
the simple syllable met-. It is not a sum of parts but can only come into 
being as a whole. You cannot pronounce it at all unless you make an m 
sound that is already shaped by the following e, and sound the other 
letters similarly, not as isolated bits of noise but with the whole syllable 
present in each of them. When you try to remove the part from the whole 
it becomes something different; it is not at all like plucking one marble 
off the heap. Something is whole most of all, Aristotle says, when its 
constituent parts are distinct only potentially (1023b 32-34), and in the 
Politics he gives the famous example that a human being removed from 
political community is not human at all, but either a beast or a god 
( 1253a 26-29). 

It follows that dispassionate reason is not the human thinking power 
at all, and unintelligent desires are not human desires. Remember that 
Aristotle cautioned us, when we first separated a rational and an irrational 
part of ourselves, that we might be trying to separate the convex from the 
concave side of the same curve. We saw earlier how the positing of 
external honor as the greatest of goods led back into the soul, and into 
Aristotle's first depiction of the virtues of character as composing one 
whole life. There are four more occasions in the Ethics in which Aristotle 
leads some partiality in the soul back to a wholeness of character. The 
second type of person who needs to be so led is also focused outward, but 
on the good of other people (1130a 3-5). Aristotle does not have a word 
of criticism for such a person, and even calls him the best human being. 
He merely points out that his aim requires the presence of all the virtues, 
and goes back to discussing those virtues. But when the examination of 
all the virtues is said and done, it is not this life that is called best, but an 
entirely different one. Like the assertion that honor is the greatest of 
external goods, that is made in Bk. IV (1123b 20-21) and quietly replaced 
in Bk. IX (1169b 8-10), the claim that the person devoted to doing justice 
to others is the best human being is also refuted just by being unable to 
withstand five books of further inquiry. · 

I find it enormously instructive that Aristotle permits justice to 
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stake the same claim to being the highest good that honor does, and 
makes it fail. It is not in the long and detailed discussion of justice as one 
particular virtue among many that this occurs, but in a brief preface on 
justice as a way of life. Aristotle mentions one celebrated ancient political 
leader (Bias) in this connection, but a clearer example for us might be a 
Roman, Cato the Younger. Plutarch says of him (Lives, Modern Library, p. 
920) that he was inspired and possessed by a devotion to every virtue, but 
especially to that "steady and inflexible justice that is not to be wrought 
upon by favor or compassion." He exemplifies the immersion in political 
life that is governed not by honor but by duty. I mention this only 
because it helps one see that Aristotle's ethics of character has nothing to 
do with impersonal duty. Aristotle is constantly speaking of what one 
ought to do, but for him this imperative always arises only from within, 
from the need to fulfill and put to work all our own powers to achieve 
happiness. I noted earlier that the Aristotelian virues of character are not 
moral virtues but practical virtues. I am suggesting that morality is a 
misunderstanding of Aristotle's character-based ethics. Morality, in the 
sense of doing right by others, follows from the practice of the virtues in 
the same way pleasure does, but doesn't work as its end. Why should you 
not be a thief? Because that is your duty to other people, or because to 
be one would distort your own life and make you fail to gain your own 
happiness? Or put it the other way around. Would you rather have a 
neighbor who grimly and dutifully refrains from your property even 
though he might covet it, or one who has found a life in which your 
property is of no interest to him? 

The third life Aristotle describes is that of practical judgment 
(1144b 30-1145a 6). This is usually translated as prudence or practical 
wisdom. It is the virtue of intellect that is a precondition of every virtue 
of character, but it in turn cannot come into being without the presence 
of all the virtues of character, which permit it to discern its ends. This 
mutual dependence is the clearest evidence that the intellect is not 
uppermost in practical life, but there are certainly people who seek not to 
rule others nor to serve others, but to be the guiding intelligence behind 
political life. William O'Grady used to say that whenever he read 
Machiavelli's Prince, he always wondered whether that book was more like 
housebuilding or flute-playing; that question is Aristotle's way of 
distinguishing activities with external ends from those whose ends are in 
themselves. Themistocles, an Athenian general described by both 
Herodotus and Thucydides, was a great conniver who seemed happiest 
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when he had successfully manipulated everyone on every side of a 
conflict, but Aristotle says at the end of the Ethics that there has been no 
one up to his time who had all the requirements of the political art 
(1181b 12-13). As with honor and duty, his purpose seems to be to show 
those who aim at superior practical know-how as their highest end that 
the only role of the practical intellect in a successful life is a more modest 
one, on an equal footing with all our desires. 

Now the progressive overcoming of the claims of greatness of soul, 
justice, and practical judgment to be the pre-eminent virtue seems to 
exhaust all the motives for which one might call the political life the 
highest life. Aristotle does not collect them in this way, but he concludes 
in general that political life is unleisured and always aims in part at a 
happiness that is beyond itself (1177b 12-15). He contrasts it to a 
contemplative life, which he argues at length is the best and happiest 
human life (Bk. X, Chs. 7-8). This produces the greatest controversies 
among readers of the Ethics, since it seems so odd that any philosopher 
would devote 98% of a long and lovingly worked-out inquiry to an 
examination of the practical life, only to turn his back on it at the 
culmination of the work. Without entering into any such controversy 
here, I think we are in a position to see the general lines of a solution. 
There is no contemplative life for anyone who has not achieved a good 
character, not only because his desires would get in his way if_ they were 
not set right, but also because human nature itself is one of the unvarying 
things that the contemplative intellect needs to understand; in that odd 
way, even in its non-practical employment the intellect needs a respect 
for and partnership with our irrational desires, since they are among its 
teachers. A human being is intellect and desire, inseparably intertwined. 

But also, I have so far skipped the fourth of Aristotle's five 
depictions of the whole life of virtue. Between the three versions of 
political lives and the contemplative life there is an ambiguous middle life. 
The life of friendship in the full sense also appears to involve the practice 
of all the virtues of character ( 115 7 a 18-19, 2 9-31). But Aristotle does 
not say that friendship requires the prior presence of those virtues, but 
that friendship itself, in its proper sense, is present to the extent that the 
friends possess the virtues (1156b 8-9, 1157a 30-31). He seems to mean 
that the friendship deepens as the characters of the friends do. As with 
greatness of soul, the picture seems dynamic rather than static, but not 
because friendship is an inadequate motive. Like contemplative wisdom, 
friendship seems to be a final and all-inclusive end for the whole of life; 
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and Aristotle says it would be absurd to imagine the happiest life as one 
devoid of friends who are loved for their own sake (1169b 16-28, 1156b 
9-11). Friendship directly supersedes greatness of soul, since Aristotle 
concludes that it is not honor but friends that are the greatest of external 
goods (1123b 20-21, 1159a 25-26, 1169b 8-10). But it is also precisely 
friendship that supersedes justice as the highest aim and bond of political 
life, since Aristotle says that where there is justice there is still a need for 
friendship, but where there is friendship, justice is not necessary (1155a 
22-28). Even the life devoted to the exercise of the practical intellect 
seems to find its highest fulfillment in friendship, since Aristotle says that 
one can contemplate his own active life best in the actions of his friends 
(1169b 30-1170a 4). Everything a human being seeks in political life is 
found only in friendship. 

The relation of friendship to the contemplative life might seem to be 
that of second best to best, and Aristotle says just that (1178a 5-9), but 
this is not a case in which the lower is left behind in the achievement of 
the higher. As we have noted, the claims of friendship within happiness 
are themselves final and indispensable, and a contemplative human being 
does not cease to be a human being. And in a certain sense, friendship 
has a claim to be not only of equal rank with the pure life of intellect, but 
even superior to it. Aristotle argues near the end of Bk. IX that the 
highest life, spent in the being-at-work of our highest powers, is deficient 
if it is not expanded through being shared with friends (1170b 7-19). The 
motion throughout the Nicomachean Ethics is toward the greatest 
wholeness of the life of everything in us, and this can be achieved neither 
by a friendless life of contemplation nor by any practical life shared 
between friends that excludes the enjoyment of knowing. Aristotle says 
early on that the truth deserves higher honor than do one's friends, but 
he does not say that either of them ever cease to be loved for their own 
sake ( 1096a 16-1 7); in one of the most powerful indications of the 
destination of the whole work, he speaks of the truth and his friends 
together in the dual number, a resource the ancient Greek language had 
for naming things that are more than one but inseparable. 

So should reason, or our whole thinking power, rule the soul? 
Clearly Aristotle doesn't think so. Thinking guides desire, but desire 
guides intellect, and intellect guides thinking. Under the guidance of 
thinking, desire can find itself directed beyond bodily pleasures and 
political honors to an end in friendship. Under the guidance of desire, 
intellect can see the best choices before it in all their particularity. And 
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we are, first and foremost, choosing beings--not rational animals, not 
political animals, though we are those things too. Choice cannot be full 
and unimpeded if anything in us is held back or held down or has not 
become fully aware of its nature. Ultimately, for us, even contemplation 
is a choice, in which the activity chosen and the whole desiring being that 
chooses it are equally necessary and ·equally sovereign. 
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